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Multi award winning. Mission - To create non clinical, non

judgemental safe spaces where people feel comfortable to
talk about mental health and be able to signpost to
support and information. Vision - A World Free From

Suicide. We aim to do this through education ('Talk' family)
and awareness (Pop-Up barbershops) 

 

THE L IONS BARBER
COLLECTIVE FAMILY

REGISTERED
CHARITY

TRAINING
Created by Tom Chapman after seeking accessible 

and useable skills that can be used to help both those in
their chair and those behind it. The multi award winning

training teaches the 4 pillars of RECOGNISE, ASK, LISTEN
and HELP to HELP. Bridging the gap between the

communities the hair industry serves and the
professionals and charities available to them. 

All training developed, owned and delivered by DAT
Training. 

ROAR MATERIALS
A non-profit clothing line set up to help provide value for
donations while helping to create sustainability for LBC
and continue to train hair pros and raise awareness.The
‘LION’ and Roar Materials are a symbol that you care, a

symbol for change and unity. A symbol that can be worn
with pride, like a pride of lions we are stronger together.

#WearYouMindOnYourSleeve
 
 

VOLUNTEERS
LBC has a volunteer programme with two levels,

Prospects and Ambassadors. Prospects are entry level
volunteers while Ambassadors are longer serving and

most have been with the charity since the inception. Most
of the volunteers are from the hair industry but not

exclusively.  



The Collective Pride Awards has been created to
recognise those in the barbering, hair and beauty industry
who go above and beyond for their clients or the industry

itself. Celebrating the unsung heroes. 
 

AWARDS

LIONS ACADEMY
An opportunity for colleges to become part of the pride. A

step towards making the 'Talk' model part of the
curriculum for all those in the hair and beauty industry,

preparing them for the conversations they have each and
every day. We believe that training students is the only

way to create a legacy to longstanding real change. Being
a Lions Academy also allows access to Tom Chapman as

well as other benefits. 

HAIRLINE
A proposal for funding is available to create an offloading
service exclusively for the hair and beauty industry, by the
hair and beauty industry. Providing a listening ear to those

who spend all day listening to their community. Any
therapist, counsellor or psychiatrist requires support and
the hair industry needs it too. If we can support the few,

they can then support the many.   
Working logo* 

BARBERSHOPS
The Lions Barbers concept is a non-profit barbershop

where, after all costs are paid the rest of the price of the
haircut is donated to LBC to help train hair pros and raise

awareness, with an emphasis on the areas the shop is
located. The Lions Barbers will have fully trained staff and
will be a community space that is well connected to the

local resources. It is a space for haircuts and headspace. 

LIONS COLLEGE
Lions College of Barbers is a concept that will find and lift
exceptional talent out of poverty in London. The college will

potentially be partnered with and funded by The
Worshipful Company of Barbers. 5-7 students will be
identified each year and supported with outstanding

professional education and experience opportunities as
well as the LBC holistic approach to set them up for a

successful career in the hair industry.
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